NOTES:

\[ \Delta \] EXTENSION ASSEMBLY 126714 CONSISTS OF:
- EXTENSION 126708 & BALL LOCK ASSEMBLY 122773.
- COLLET ASSEMBLY 127264 CONSISTS OF:
  - COLLET 126709 & EJECTOR 127249.

\[ \Delta \] 127264 COLLET ASSEMBLY

- 126712 SPRING SEAT LH
- 503804 O-RING (2)
- 126710 FOLLOWER
- 127206-1 CHUCK JAWS

- 125845 SLEEVE
- 126713 SPRING SEAT RH
- 126714 EXTENSION ASSEMBLY
- 127245 ANVIL

3x 120° APART 3.970 FLAT LENGTH

5.250

1340 ACROSS FLATS

2x 90° INC

1555 TOP ADAPT

RECORD PRINT
BEFORE CHANGE
DATE

IDENTIFICATION PER SPEC 42-315 ECO
HUCK INTERNATIONAL, INC.
CORPORATE DRIVE P.O. BOX 2270
KINGSTON NEW YORK 12402

NOSE ASSEMBLY
-16 LGP

DATE: 03/12/03 SCALE: FULL
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